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The Digital Dilemma – Adapting to a balanced 

use of FT8 and SSB/CW in VHF Contests  

 By Phil Miguelez WA3NUF 

Since its full release in 2018, WSJT FT8 has dominated the activity in VHF contests. The impact of digital 
modes on VHF, especially 6 meters, has been indisputable.  Contest participation has significantly 
increased with long haul and DX contacts becoming commonplace events, helped by the finally 
improving sunspot cycle. But the benefits of FT8 have been overshadowed in many peoples view by the 
change in operating habits particularly during the major ARRL VHF contests in January, June, and 
September. The majority of operators spend most of their time on the 6-meter FT8 frequency and to a 
lesser degree on the 2-meter FT8 channel, leaving the remaining UHF and higher bands nearly vacant.  
As a result of the drop in higher band multipliers and contact points, contest scores initially decreased by 
roughly 50%. Schedules, spotting websites, and more aggressive assistance methods have helped for 
those that take part, but most stations seem to rarely move the dial. Consequently, following each major 
VHF operating event the various email reflectors, chat rooms, and radio club zoom meetings are filled 
with manifestos and proposals to limit or eliminate digital modes from VHF contests and take things back 
to “the way it used to be”.  

There are many repeated grievances with the use of digital modes in VHF contesting and just as many 
strategies. Included below is a summary of the common themes in the digital discussion. 

The Pros and Cons of digital modes in VHF/UHF contests 

Digital modes are beneficial, supportive, and fully within the rules and spirit of VHF contesting: 

 VHF contest rules allow any mode of operation – CW, AM, FM, SSB, and digital

 Contest scoring does not include mode of operation, only time of contact, call signs, band, and grid

 FT8 increases participation, increases workable grids, and allows low power stations to compete

Therefore, it is not realistic to eliminate digital modes or change the score points assigned to 
FT8/FT4 

Digital modes are not totally compatible with VHF / UHF equipment: 

 Until recently, FT8 calling frequencies were only assigned to 50, 144, and 432 MHz bands

 Narrow bandwidth modes such as FT8 require high frequency stability

 Commercial multi-band transceivers typically have stabilized local oscillators

 Transverters are not usually built with TCXO’s. L.O. multiplication factors needed for higher bands
makes operation above 432 MHz impractical due to frequency stability during transmission

As a result, FT8 operation is limited to 6 and 2 meters for many contest participants 

Digital modes are not compatible with VHF / UHF contest operational practices: 

 Once a contact is made, contest operators typically move the contacted station to the next higher
band preserving antenna pointing and other station information as well as the opportunity to agree
on contact formats such as mode, sequencing, or a liaison frequency to assist if immediate contact
is not established
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 Narrow bandwidth digital modes can only support limited character counts such as basic contest
    exchange information 

 FT8 /FT4 digital modes and operating practices do not easily allow QSY information to be passed
between stations, discouraging higher band contacts

Consequently, contest activity congregates on 6 and 2 meters diminishing higher band operation 

which is a primary focus of the various ARRL VHF contests 

Digital modes are not conducive to rover operation: 

 Rovers have limited space, power, and time at each location. Adding FT8 capability would increase
complexity, increase power consumption compared to SSB, and reduce contact efficiency – QSO’s
take longer to complete and a single rover can’t use FT8 and drive at the same time.

 The lack of QSY capability limits the rover to two bands negating the major incentive for roving – to
activate higher bands in rare grids thus multiplying the grid totals and ultimate rover score.

Subsequently, FT8 significantly discourages rover activity 

During the spring and summer, a series of Packrat special Board of Directors meetings were held. The 
purpose was to address the issues identified above and establish a plan to encourage like-minded VHF 
operators to embrace a balanced schedule of time on the bands and modes available during the contests. 
We hope the ideas covered below will provide a starting point for Packrat members and hopefully other 
VHF clubs and operators to improve their stations and future contest strategies to make the most of 
traditional and digital modes.   

Proposals to educate VHF operators and improve higher band activity 

1. Improve L.O. stability for 144, 222, and 432 MHz transverters

Improve your station to maximize FT8/FT4 contacts on as many bands as possible. 

Frequency stability issues will lower FT8 station contact rates even when it appears that everything is 
working. A slanted waterfall display while operating WSJT digital modes is a sign of frequency drift due 
to temperature. If the problem is at the received station you can attempt to correct the drift the old 
fashioned way and slowly adjust the clarifier / RIT control. 

If the problem is your station the first thing to do is take a serious look at the transverter LO. Many 
transverters in service today use Xtal controlled oscillators. Adding a 50 deg C PTC ceramic element as 
a heater element plus a Styrofoam block to act as an insulator will improve frequency stability. 

However, as the oscillator multiplication factor increases as commonly occurs in higher band transverters 
the frequency stability becomes more and more critical. A low-cost heater upgrade may not be 
sufficient. 

Modern transverters have eliminated Xtal oscillators and now include synthesized PLL oscillators that 
include a TCXO and an input to allow the use of an external 10 MHz reference or GPS locked 
reference. Downeast / Q5 sell a small PCB Digi LO unit for $99 that can be retrofitted into almost any 
commercial or homebrew transverter. The use of a stabilized reference oscillator will allow WSJT digital 
operation up to at least 1296 as a few well known VHF ops have proven earlier this year. 

Dilemma cont’d... 
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Proposal - Promote a tech session to instruct club members on how to modify existing 
transverters to allow operation at least up to 432 MHz. A periodic club sponsored activity to 
allow member to test their station FT8 capability on 144, 222 and 432 MHz would identify station 
problems and provide confidence that their station is working on these bands before the next 

contest. 

2. Educate operators on effective use of digital versus SSB/CW

FT8 can be somewhat addicting. Watching call signs and grids scrolling up your display screen every 15 
seconds interspersed with colors indicating new grids and unworked stations is pure dopamine to 
contest operators. But the facts are clear, spending all your time operating FT8 on one or two bands will 
not dramatically increase your contest score. A more balanced approach is needed. 

The top scoring stations in the past year of contesting all had a similar strategy, basically employing an 
80/20 rule. Spend the majority of air time using SSB/CW to find and move stations up the bands 
compared to a strategic use of FT8 to check on propagation and fill in the grid map or add to your Q 
rate. Applying the 80/20 rule to contest operating means scheduling your time so that you are only using 
digital modes for approximately 10 minutes of each hour. 

When DX Maps or PSK reporter lights up indicating a band opening on 6 Meters don’t immediately run to 
get on FT8. The first step should be to check the SSB/CW portions of the band and call CQ. 

Contest QSO’s can be made 2 to 3 times faster on SSB than FT8 increasing your QSO rate and potentially 
providing more grids during the opening. 

Another strategy is to set up a separate 6M FT8 station which will allow you to make FT8 contacts while 
you are on 2M SSB/CW or a higher band working rovers or looking for stations to work.  Click the WSJT  
“call first” box to allow automatic QSO exchanges with the first station that answers your CQ message. 

Proposal – Changing behavior requires repetitive messaging and constant reinforcement. 
Encourage successful contest operators (K1TEO, N3RG, K1RZ, etc.) to provide testimonials on 
their operating techniques related to SSB versus Digital. Club presentations on setting up a 

SO2R station and other learning programs should be pursued.  

3. Create and promote a standard QSY format for FT8/FT4 contacts

The most quoted problem with FT8 is the lack of a method to QSY. WSJT provides a free message block) 
but FT8 messages are limited to only 13 characters which means full calls plus QSY frequency 
information will not fit. A standard message format promoted to all VHF clubs and contest participants 
must be devised so that QSY messages are universally used and immediately understood. 

“W2SJ 144.21” has been proposed by K1TEO and others. Using the station call first will cause FT8 to 
highlight their call in RED and get their attention. Following the call sign with the QSY frequency 
provides the minimum information needed. This will work in most situations but /R calls will exceed the 
character limit in many cases. 

W4ZST (SEVHF) has proposed “W2SJ DV” an abbreviated 2-digit code that identifies the band and mode 
to QSY (DV = 432.100 SSB). See the complete QSY chart included below. The calling frequency 
associated with each mode is assumed for all QSY contacts. This scheme is efficient regarding the 
message size but needs to be learned just like Q signals. The more active calling frequencies may 
create a logjam. Especially in high activity areas. 

Dilemma cont’d... 
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A simplified version of the QSY decoder chart is located below. This version reduces the total number of 
combinations needed. Joe Taylor K1JT is aware of the W4ZST and other proposed formats but due to 
the extensive amount of work required, needs a consensus of WSJT users to agree on the format 
before incorporating a QSY message into a future revision of the program. 

 W4ZST original QSY Decoder Chart     Simplified QSY Decoder Chart 

Proposal – Reach out to other VHF clubs to get consensus on a QSY message format. Publicize 
the agreed to format and start using it as soon as possible. Petition the WSJT developer group 

for assistance in streamlining FT8/FT4 for QSY messaging and acknowledgement.   

4. Create and promote activity times for FT8/FT4 contacts on higher bands

In order to encourage FT8/FT4 operators to at least switch bands occasionally, new activity hours for FT8 
need to be established and promoted to all VHF radio clubs. 50, 144, 222, and 432 must be included at 
a minimum. 

Currently, FT8 users only follow the activity so 6 meters and to a much lesser extent 2 meters are the only 

Dilemma cont’d... 
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bands in use. Creating FT8/FT4 activity on other bands will hopefully encourage these operators to 
switch the dial on their transceivers. Without a well-publicized, dedicated activity time there is little 
chance to draw enough stations to make the switch and stay for a long enough period to reflate the 
higher band activity. 

Proposal – Create a 30-minute minimum window for the lower four bands during each evening of 
the contest. Engage other VHF radio clubs to co-sponsor this event and advertise as much as 

possible to gather momentum. If successful additional bands can be added.  

5. Encourage 902 and above use of WSJT modes to incentivize microwave activity

One of the primary goals of VHF/UHF/microwave organizations like the Packrats is to encourage activity 
on the higher frequency bands. WSJT has made EME contacts possible for small low powered 
stations with modest antennas. The same advantages are possible for terrestrial contacts on the 902 
MHz and above amateur bands. 

A very few dedicated individuals have demonstrated exceptional long-distance contacts on 902 and 1296 
MHz. It is time for the pioneering spirit of the club to focus on establishing communication on the 
microwave bands using WSJT digital modes. JT4 has been shown to be effective on bands up to 10 
GHz. Q65 the latest addition to the WSJT arsenal is expected to be even more effective. All it takes is 
encouragement and maybe some healthy competition. 

Proposal – Invite speakers to present their experiences with long haul 902 and above contacts 
using digital modes. Create a Packrat award for long distance terrestrial contacts using digital 
modes. Create an experimenter’s net with the goal to establish digital contacts on as many 
microwave bands as possible. Special citations for distance, number of grids worked, etc. can 

be established to sustain interest and foster a sense of achievement.  

There are probably many more opinions and ideas available related to this topic. Hopefully this article 

summarizing the comments and views of the Packrat BOD and many of the active contesters in the club 

will serve as a starting point to rally the VHF community and solve the Digital Dilemma.  

Dilemma cont’d .. 

Some Practical Comments on 222 MHz Propagation 
I recently made an observation that signal quality was much better than I would have expected between 
Dave K1WHS and myself during the regular Tuesday 222 MHz activity night. — W2BVH  
Here is Dave’s reply: 

I think our QSO on 222 MHz would be a normal event. The nice thing about regular activity is that you can 
determine benchmarks as you have many QSOs with the "regulars" over time.  There is a typical QSB 
range on 222 that can be over 10 dB.  I think the depth of that QSB is distance related. At the longer 
distances, I see less variation unless weird things are happening.  K1DS in FN20 with his 35 watts is an 
easy contact on SSB when the QSB is up. He is good on CW when the QSB is circling the drain!  

You were peaking up very well and sounded almost local on the QSB peaks. The distance is a bit over 250 
miles, so we have a pretty good cushion as things get difficult for me at 500 miles. Last night I did work 
WA3EOQ in FM09 at just over 500 miles. He runs about 80-90 watts. KO4YC at 527 miles was worked on 
SSB no less. I have a great negative horizon towards KO4YC. The path to EOQ is not as clear but the 
horizon angle is still around 0 degrees. Same with the VE3s in Toronto. The path is about 0 degrees and 
they are 100% workable on Tuesdays at 450 miles or so.  VE3DS was loud and gave me a 599 on CW. 
Not bad for the distance.  


